Congratulations on completing your Senior Honours Project!

SFU library keeps a digital archive of the School’s Senior Honours Projects, which is available at http://summit.sfu.ca/collection/219. As you are the copyright holder, we require your permission to retain copies of your project files. This form must be filled out before the School will issue your grade for CMNS498.

Please submit the completed form, and your digital materials (if you consent), to cmnsad@sfu.ca. Written documents must be in PDF format. Video or audio files must be in MP3 or MP4 format. Individual files cannot exceed 300MB.

**Part A: Digital Archiving Consent**

Name: _____________________________  Student Number: _____________________________

☐ I do not consent to having my project digitally archived at the SFU Library. You are done.

☐ I consent to having my project digitally archived at SFU Library. Please fill in Part B below.

**Part B: Licensing Agreement**

You (the author(s) or copyright owner(s)) grant to Simon Fraser University the non-exclusive right to reproduce, migrate to different format or medium, and/or make accessible your submissions worldwide in electronic format and in any medium, including but not limited to audio or video.

You agree that Simon Fraser University may, without changing the content, migrate these submissions to any medium or format for the purpose of preservation. You also agree that Simon Fraser University may keep more than one copy of these submissions for purposes of security, back-up and preservation.

You represent that you have the right to grant the rights contained in this license and you also represent that your submissions do not, to the best of your knowledge, infringe upon anyone's copyright. You represent that the submissions, if authored by you, are your original work, and that you have not previously assigned or relinquished these rights.

You understand that Canadian Copyright law applies to your submissions.

Simon Fraser University will clearly identify your name(s) as the author(s) or owner(s) of your submissions, and will not make any alteration, other than as allowed by this license, to your submissions.

Signature: _____________________________  Date: _____________________________